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Abstract
By combining a wavelet-based grid adaptation strategy with the Brinkman penalization technique an
efficient numerical method to simulate turbulent flow past bluff bodies is obtained. The approach is very
promising for the simulation of turbulent flows of scientific and engineering interest. To demonstrate the
feasibility of the method some preliminary numerical experiments are conducted for flow around a square
cylinder at moderately high Reynolds numbers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent development in wavelet-based numerical methodologies for computational fluid dynamics have
made adaptive numerical simulations of turbulent flows feasible, e.g. [1]. The use of the adaptive wavelet
collocation method allows a built-in separation mechanism between resolved more energetic eddies and
unresolved less energetic flow that is dictated by the wavelet filter thresholding level. The wavelet-based
dynamic grid adaptation strategy can be exploited to perform adaptive simulations that provide either direct
or modelled solutions. In particular, by choosing a relatively low filtering level and discarding the effect of
unresolved field that is assumed as Gaussian white noise, the coherent vortex simulation (CVS) approach is
obtained [2]. On the other hand, for a relatively high filtering threshold, supplying the solution with a
suitable subgrid-scale (SGS) model, the Stochastic Coherent Adaptive Large-Eddy Simulation (SCALES)
method is considered that has been extensively tested for both steady and unsteady homogeneous turbulent
flows at moderate Reynolds-numbers, e.g. [3]. When making a comparison with classical non-adaptive
methods, thanks to its characteristic property of high grid compression, the wavelet-based approach appears
very promising for the simulation of complex geometries and/or high Reynolds-number flows with
affordable computational cost. To simulate turbulent flow past bluff bodies the adaptive wavelet
collocation method can be used in conjunction with the Brinkman penalization method that allows to
simply mimic the presence of the obstacle, which can be either fixed or moving [4].
In this work, the preliminary feasibility study for the application of the wavelet-based approach to the
simulation of turbulent flow past bluff bodies is carried out. The incompressible flow past a square cylinder
is considered as the benchmark for testing the ability of the method in simulating unsteady turbulent flows
that are characterized by strong separation and significant vortex shedding. Different flows at different
Reynolds-numbers are considered to determine how the computational complexity of the method scales
with this fundamental flow parameter. Diagnostics include time histories of aerodynamic forces as well as
analysis of vortex shedding frequency.
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Fig. 1 : Actual Mesh.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
According to [4], the following penalized incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are numerically solved
by means of the adaptive walevet collocation method:
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U i stands for the imposed mean velocity, along with the continuity equation
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In this preliminary study, the thresholding level ε for wavelet filtering is assumed to be sufficiently small to
provide a CVS solution. In fact, the!level is chosen to be ε = 10−5 and no modeling procedure is considered
in the following numerical experiments.
The volume penalization term at the right-hand side of the momentum equation allows to simulate the
presence of the obstacle as defined by the characteristic mask function " (that is 1 for the points
belonging to the computational domain corresponding to the obstacle and 0 otherwise). For vanishing
penalization coefficient η, the solution of the above penalized equations converges to that one of the
original Navier-Stokes equations supplied with the no-slip boundary condition on the surface of the
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obstacle. In this work, the value η = 0.001 is chosen for the experiments. The use of the Brinkman
penalization technique allows to simply determine the aerodynamic force acting on the obstacle according
to
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where Ω stands for the domain corresponding to the obstacle.
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Fig. 2 : Streamlines.
As a preliminary test, the coupled wavelet collocation-Brinkman penalization method is applied to the
simulation of two-dimensional flow past a square cylinder at Re = 1000. The computational domain is such
that -5L < x < 15L, -7L < y < 7L where L is the length of the square side. The cylinder is centered at the
origin of the coordinate system so that the solid boundaries are at x=-/+0.5L and y=-/+0.5L. The maximum
available resolution corresponds to 1280 × 896 grid points or, equivalently, Δx = Δy = 1.5625 ×10−2 L , so
that Δx / L = Δy / L ≅ 0.5 Re −1/ 2 . However, owing to the high compression property of the method, only a
small part of the collocation points are actually used in the simulation. For instance, the instantaneous mesh
drawn in Fig. 1 involves about 12% of the available points. Moreover, as clearly demonstrated by the
corresponding streamlines depicted in Fig. 2, the adaptive gird is able to follow the temporal evolution of
the flow. In fact, the local resolution is increased in regions where strong vortical structures exist. The
effectiveness of the Brinkman penalization technique is apparent by inspection of Fig. 3 where the velocity
vector field is represented in the immediate vicinity of the cylinder.
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The present work must be considered as a preliminary step towards the development of the wavelet-based
adaptive LES method for the simulation of fluid-structure interaction. For modelled solutions, the ratio of
SGS to total (resolved plus modelled) dissipation can be naturally considered as the parameter that controls
the effective turbulence resolution of the numerical solution. In fact, the value for this parameter reflects
the choice of the wavelet thresholding level that is used to filter the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. A series of numerical experiments can be conducted to examine the effect of this control
parameter upon the main features of the flow.

Fig. 3 : Velocity vectors.
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